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Letter from the Editor:

     I hope everyone enjoys the latest newsletter from the TBA Labor and
Employment Section. It covers a recent 6th Circuit Court of Appeals
decision, implementation of federal legislation and articles about ICE
audits, unemployment compensation hearings and remands from federal
to state court. I want to thank this issue's authors – Jonathan Harris, Steve
Wilson, Kathleen Henderson, Wes Sullenger (a veteran author for the
newsletter), and myself (usually a willing volunteer).

     If you have an article, an idea for an article, or even a constructive
criticism, please e-mail me at bbuchanan@kingballow.com or call me
(615-726-5484). I would love to have articles from attorneys in Knoxville,
Chattanooga and other cities in east Tennessee but I don’t have many
contacts there.

                                                                   Bruce Buchanan

Attack of the Remands!

By Jonathan O. Harris*

     For those employers who value their right to remove state lawsuits to
federal court based on diversity, an unsettling trend has emerged - the
remanding of employment cases due to a supposed lack of jurisdictional
amount.

     Increasingly, employment plaintiffs are foregoing federal claims and
asserting only state claims in state court. Many plaintiffs believe this
course gives them a decided strategic advantage - a lesser chance of
having their claims dismissed on summary judgment. The Tennessee
Supreme Court’s alteration of the summary judgment standard in Hannan
v. Alltel Publishing Co., 270 S.W.3d 1 (Tenn. 2008), has only bolstered
that perception.

     Plaintiffs often craft a complaint with the goal of getting around
diversity jurisdiction. Plaintiffs will either plead a damage amount of
$75,000 or less or simply not plead any particular amount at all.

     Removability, however, does not, and should not, rise or fall on the
number a plaintiff places in his complaint. Tennessee procedural rules
provide “every final judgment shall grant the relief to which the party in
whose favor it is rendered is entitled, even if the party has not demanded
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such relief in the party’s pleadings.” Tenn. R. Civ. P. 54.03. Due to this
rule, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 6th Circuit has held the mere fact
that a plaintiff’s complaint articulates a number less than $75,001 does
not deprive the federal courts from jurisdiction. Rogers v. Wal-Mart
Stores, Inc., 230 F.3d 868, 871 (6th Cir. 2000). Instead, where a plaintiff’s
complaint articulates an amount less than $75,001 and state procedural
rules like Rule 54.03 permit the recovery of an amount greater than the
specific amount requested, the amount in controversy requirement is
satisfied if the defendant shows it is “more likely than not” the plaintiff’s
claims exceed $75,000.

     Despite this precedent, courts increasingly are remanding employment
cases, even when a complaint seeks back pay, emotional distress and
punitive damages - i.e., collective damages that every employment
lawyer knows make the true amount in controversy “more likely than not”
over $75,000.

     The plaintiffs’ bar has made a number of arguments in an attempt to
circumvent Rogers. First, they contend the holding in Rogers is just dicta.
Second, they note some academics have criticized Rogers as an expansive
interpretation of Rule 54.03. Third, they have attempted to distinguish
Rogers. Rogers had demanded $900,000 in a previous case before
voluntarily dismissing the lawsuit and re-filing it, pleading damages under
$75,000. The original lawsuit was indicative of Rogers’ true monetary
desires.

     With some frequency, federal courts in Tennessee have been accepting
these arguments. In light of this trend, is all hope lost for those foreign
defendants who cherish their statutory right to removal? Not yet.
Comparing and contrasting two similar cases that were before the same
judge during the same time frame sheds light on how to keep such cases
in federal court.

     In Kent v. Total Renal Care, Inc., and Terri Clark v. Delbar Products,
Inc., both plaintiffs: (1) alleged a claim of workers’ compensation
retaliation; (2) sought back pay, front pay, emotional distress damages,
and punitive damages; and (3) pled that damages “would not exceed”
$75,000. Both cases were removed to the Middle District of Tennessee,
where both resulted in motions to remand. Both motions were pending
before the Honorable Todd Campbell. Only one case, however, remained
in federal court after Judge Campbell ruled on the remand motions.

     The Court granted the plaintiff’s motion for remand in Kent. The Court
reasoned the plaintiff, as “master of the claim,” expressly pled that
damages would not exceed $75,000. The Court distinguished Rogers.
Unlike the plaintiff in Rogers, Kent had never filed a previous action
alleging damages of over $75,000.

      Both of these facts, however, were also present in Clark. What made
Clark different and thus permitted removal? First, upon being served with
the complaint, the defendants in Clark asked the plaintiff to stipulate
she: (1) would not seek or accept an award of over $75,000; and (2) was
waiving her rights under Rule 54.03. Clark refused to so stipulate. In the
6th Circuit, such a refusal is evidence of the true amount in controversy.
See Hayes v. Equitable Energy Resources Co., 266 F.3d 560, 573 (6th Cir.
2001).

     Second, the notice of removal in Clark spelled out with particularity
Clark’s estimated damages at the time of trial. In the Middle District of
Tennessee, the average time from complaint to trial is 23.5 months. Using
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this timeframe, the defendants articulated, in their notice of removal,
what Clark’s lost wages and benefits, absent mitigation, could be at the
time of trial.

     Third, the defendants in Clark argued the presence of punitive
damages, by itself, makes the true amount in controversy “more likely
than not” over $75,000. A cursory review of damage awards reveal when a
jury awards punitive damages in a common law retaliation case, the
damage award is almost always over $75,000. In light of this reality,
district courts from other 6th Circuit states have held the presence of
punitive damages satisfies the amount in controversy requirement. See,
e.g., McMahon v. Alternative Claims Service, Inc., 521 F.Supp.2d 656
(N.D. Ohio 2007); ERAS, LLC v. Shea, 2008 WL 2548558, *3 (E.D. Ky. June
23, 2008).

     For those foreign employers who value being in federal court, the
lessons of Kent and Clark are clear. When faced with a complaint filed in
state court asserting only state law claims, consider the advisability of:
(1) asking the plaintiff to stipulate to the maximum amount he will
accept; (2) pleading with specificity the damage amounts at stake when
removing; and (3) pointing out the obvious in a remand opposition - the
presence of punitive damages greatly inflates the value of any case.

* Jonathan O. Harris is a shareholder at Ogletree Deakins, a firm of over
430 lawyers that bills itself as the third largest nation-wide labor and
employment boutique. Mr. Harris is a frequent speaker on employment
issues and has written multiple “Expert Commentaries” for LexisNexis.
Mr. Harris represents Delbar Products Inc. in the Clark case discussed
above.

Unemployment Benefit Appeals: When David Faces
Goliath without a Slingshot

By Steve Wilson*

     As an employment law volunteer for Memphis Area Legal Services
(MALS), I help individuals as they begin their frustrating journey through
the unemployment appeals process. The Tennessee Department of Labor
& Workforce Development allows a mere 15 days to appeal a denied claim
for unemployment benefits. As this short stay of execution whittles away,
a fortunate few David-sized claimants ask MALS to help them take on the
Goliath of state bureaucracy.

     No doubt, we all know more than a few former employees of our
employer clients who deserve a letter denying their claim for
unemployment benefits. However, at MALS, I often find myself aghast at
the process that led to the denial of unemployment benefits.
Occasionally, cases like the one discussed here, validate our advice to
employer clients to seek counsel before challenging unemployment claims
or risk much higher stakes.

     One such deserving David, I will refer to as Mr. D, is the subject of this
article. Mr. D came to MALS as a 66 year-old security officer, terminated
for allegedly sleeping at his post (which he vehemently denies) while
guarding the door of a retail establishment. His employer of almost two
years, a security firm providing services for a variety of companies, had a
policy that cited “sleeping” or “appearing to be sleeping” as grounds for
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dismissal for misconduct.

     In our at-will state, Mr. D’s employer could fire Mr. D for a good
reason, a bad reason, or no reason at all, as long as it was not
discriminatory. However, Tennessee law allows an employee fired for just
about any reason, other than employment-related misconduct, to collect
unemployment benefits. As a matter of law, Tennessee's unemployment
statutes were enacted for the benefit of unemployed workers. The
Tennessee Supreme Court has held they should be liberally construed in
the employee's favor and the disqualification provisions in the statutes
should be narrowly construed. Weaver v. Wallace, 565 S.W.2d 867, 869-70
(Tenn. 1978).

     Misconduct, legally defined, is a bar to a claim for unemployment
benefits. Employers often wrongly believe any violation of company policy
rises to the level of misconduct. As of January 1, 2010, “misconduct” for
purposes of denial of unemployment benefits, which has been drawn from
case law, is codified in Tennessee Annotated Section 50-7-303 (b)(3)
(A)-(C), which specifically states:

(A) “Misconduct” includes, but is not limited to, the following
conduct by a claimant: (1)     Willful or wanton disregard of the
rights or interests of the employer; (2) Deliberate violations or
disregard of standards of behavior that the employer has the right
to expect of an employee; (3) Carelessness or negligence of such a
degree or recurrence to show an intentional or substantial
disregard of the employer's interest or to manifest equal
culpability, wrongful intent or evil design;

(B) “Misconduct” also includes any conduct by a claimant involving
dishonesty arising out of the claimant's employment that
constitutes an essential element of a crime for which the claimant
was convicted; and

(C) “Misconduct” does not include: (1) Inefficiency, or failure to
perform well as the result of inability or incapacity; (2)
Inadvertence or ordinary negligence in isolated instances; or (3)
Good faith errors in judgment or discretion.

     Mr. D applied for unemployment benefits. His former employer
contested his application and submitted evidence. Thereafter, an
adjudicator reviewed the matter and determined “there was insufficient
evidence to disqualify.” Mr. D began receiving benefits. His former
employer appealed the adjudicator’s decision to the Appeals Tribunal.
However, due to a comedy of errors on the state’s part, Mr. D did not
know of the appeal for months; in fact, the actual telephonic appeal
hearing did not take place until five months later. Mr. D came to MALS
after he lost the telephone hearing and received a letter demanding
return of his “overpayment” of benefits for the previous five months.

     The full extent of the injustice Mr. D suffered clearly materialized
after I listened to the 12-minute recording that constituted the full
appeal hearing. Formalities, including the Hearing Officer’s
acknowledgement of the law: “The agency found the claimant was
discharged; therefore, the burden is on the employer to show
work-related misconduct,” took up the first eight minutes. Inexplicably, in
the four remaining minutes, the Hearing Officer determined the employer
carried its burden of proof.

     First, the Hearing Officer asked for the employer’s testimony. A human
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resources employee ("HR"), with no personal knowledge of anything
related to the matter, was the only witness for the employer. Her
testimony of the incident consisted solely of a paraphrase of an e-mail,
from the third party retail client to someone, presumably the employer:

We received an email from the manager at the store where the
employee was posted saying that we have a security guard posted
at the entrance door and he is falling asleep. We need to replace
the older gentleman that was asleep and the parking lot security
guard as well. It was signed by [name omitted] Senior Co-Manager

     HR further testified this incident violated the company policy: “I will
not sleep or give the appearance of sleeping during my shift. Violation of
this policy is grounds for immediate termination.” HR testified someone
else investigated the claim made in the e-mail and found enough evidence
to discharge Mr. D. The Hearing Officer asked HR how Mr. D knew about
the policy. However, she did not ask HR about: 1) why no one with any
personal knowledge of anything (other than Mr. D) was present to testify;
2) the e-mail that HR paraphrased from a third party, or even if the
author had any personal knowledge; or 3) the “investigation” that HR
testified someone else performed and did not include Mr. D.

     Mr. D tried to cross-examine HR asking: “You said they did an
investigation, so tell me exactly what they did.” HR replied: “I can’t
answer that. Our managers do the investigations.” When Mr. D asked HR
how anyone could claim he was sleeping when he was not sleeping, the
Hearing Officer chastised Mr. D twice not to be testifying during his cross-
examination of HR. Mr. D stopped asking questions.

     At this point, the Hearing Officer asked Mr. D what happened and he
testified:

I was sitting in the chair guarding the door and I was facing east. It
was a little commotion in the parking lot, was to my right. That’s
where the door was. So I was, my head was, turned completely to
the right. This manager is standing to my left. I heard him talking
to me. And, he said are you asleep? I said no sir I ain’t sleeping
and he walked off. He walked off and 3 days later, they told me,
told me to leave. I said OK. That’s exactly what happened. Ain’t
nothing else. If it was something else, I don’t know what it is.

The Hearing Officer asked: “Who did you say approached you and asked
you that question?” Mr. D responded it was the manager. As HR had no
questions for Mr. D, the hearing ended.

     Based upon this testimony, the Hearing Officer reversed the original
decision and found in favor of the employer. Mr. D is 66 years old, with
little remaining prospect of future employment in the current bleak job
market, living off a paltry Social Security check and facing a retroactive
order to repay the benefits he received for five months.

     Mr. D was subject to an injustice because he did not have counsel and
drew a Hearing Officer for the telephonic appeal hearing who did not
understand what it means to have the burden of proof. A lax view of
evidence rules is not a license to give more weight to uncorroborated
hearsay evidence than to first-hand evidence, especially when the burden
of proof is on the party providing only hearsay testimony.

     Currently, this case has been appealed to the Board of Review.
Additionally, we have asked for a waiver of repayment of the
overpayment. Even HR seemed to gasp as she read into the record the
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employer-client’s request to remove “the older gentleman” from the
retail client’s store. The real reason for Mr. D’s dismissal may be due more
to his age than any claimed appearance of slumber. The EEOC is currently
investigating that matter.

* Steve Wilson is a solo practitioner in Memphis, Tennessee, at The Steve
Wilson Firm. His areas of practice include employment, small business
issues, immigration and family law. Steve is British and received his
Bachelor of Economic and Social Studies at the University of Wales,
Swansea, and his law degree from the University of Memphis. You can
contact him at steve@stevewilsonfirm.com.

ICE Increases its Enforcement Efforts Toward
Employers

by Bruce Buchanan *

      The U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) announced an
additional 1,000 employers were issued Notices of Inspection during the
week of November 16, 2009, in order for ICE to review their I-9 records.
ICE stated it chose these 1,000 employers because of investigative leads
and/or due to employers’ connection to public safety and national
security. Additionally, the Department of Homeland Security stated, in
2010, it expects to expand its use of the Compliance Management and
Tracking System (CMTS), which tracks and manages employers’
non-compliance in the use of E-Verify.

     During the Bush Administration, ICE was more likely to perform raids
of employers suspected of hiring and employing illegal aliens. Under the
new administration, Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano has
moved away from such raids; instead, she has authorized ICE audits of
employers’ I-9 records.

     What is the difference between an ICE raid and an ICE audit? A raid
involves numerous ICE agents surrounding an employer’s facility, storming
the facility, detaining all employees suspected of unauthorized work
status and placing them in detention. It utilizes an enormous amount of
manpower and resources of the government.

      In July 2009, ICE issued 654 Notices of Inspection to employers. Since
then, ICE has continued to conduct more I-9 audits, resulting in the latest
1,000. According to ICE, since April 2009, it has initiated 1,069 inspections
with the following results: fines of almost $16 million have been issued
and 45 businesses and 47 individuals have been debarred from doing
business with the federal government.

      An ICE audit involves ICE agents delivering a Notice of Inspection to an
employer and demanding to inspect that employer’s I-9 records, though
an employer has three days to comply unless the employer uses E-Verify.
(Under E-Verify, you have waived the three-day waiting period.) In the
three-day period, the employer has the opportunity to review its I-9 files
to make any necessary paperwork corrections or determine if all of the
employees’ I-9s are in order. When ICE returns, it takes the I-9s for its
audit, where each I-9 and supporting documentation are reviewed to
determine the employees’ work authorization. ICE also checks for
substantive and technical errors in the I-9s.
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      After the audit is complete, ICE returns the I-9s and may provide a
Notice of Suspect Documents, which lists the names of all employees
whose I-9s could not be authenticated. Alternatively, ICE may provide a
Warning Notice, identifying which deficiencies the employer must correct
before a follow-up inspection. On the other hand, if an employer is fully
compliant (no errors shown in the audit), it will receive a Notification of
Inspection Results.

     After receiving a Notice of Suspect Documents, the employer must
provide notification to each affected employee and provide them with an
opportunity to correct any mistakes or present proper work authorization
documents. If an affected employee does so, the employer must provide
such documents to ICE for review. Failure to do so means the employer
will face fines for knowingly employing unauthorized workers. If an
employer terminates the affected employees after providing notice and
an opportunity to provide new documentation, an employer will not be
subject to any fines or penalties for knowingly employing unauthorized
workers unless ICE discovers other evidence that the employer was
previously aware of the affected employee’s illegal status and took no
action. The fact that an employer hired an undocumented worker, who
provided a false A#, permanent resident card, work authorization
document or Social Security number, is insufficient to prove the employer
knowingly hired any undocumented workers.

      ICE may still issue a Notice of Technical or Procedural Failures, which
notifies the employer of “technical or procedural” errors in certain
identified employees’ I-9s. An employer is given 10 business days to
correct these errors. Afterwards, ICE will conduct a follow-up inspection
to ensure the corrections have been made.

      If the corrections to the identified I-9s have not been made and/or
employer knowingly hires/employs unauthorized workers, ICE will issue a
“Notice of Intent to Fine.” The fines for “technical or procedural” errors
are between $110 and $1100 per offense. The fines for “knowingly” hiring
or employing undocumented workers are between $375 and $16,000 per
offense, depending on the number of violations and whether the employer
is a repeat offender. Additionally, if there is a pattern or practice of hiring
or continuing to hire undocumented workers, the employer may be
subject to criminal charges.

      The employer has 30 days to contest the fine or seek a negotiated
settlement. If an employer does not do so, the fine becomes final and
non-reviewable.

      If you are concerned about being in compliance with the immigration
laws and I-9s, please contact your immigration counsel.

* Bruce E. Buchanan is the partner-in-charge of the Immigration Law
Section of King & Ballow as well a partner in the Labor and Employment
Law Section. Mr. Buchanan received his law degree from the Vanderbilt
University School of Law in 1982 and his B.S. degree in 1979 from Florida
State University. He served as senior trial specialist for the National
Labor Relations Board for 20 years as well as an Adjunct Professor at
William H. Bowen UALR School of Law from 1991 to 2003. Mr. Buchanan
represents employers in many areas of labor, employment and
immigration law as well as individuals in immigration law. He may be
reached at bbuchanan@kingballow.com.
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6th Circuit Applies Traditional Age Discrimination
Proof Method to Dismiss Claim

By Wes Sullenger*

     The 6th Circuit Court of Appeals, in Geiger v. Tower Automotive, 579
F.3d 614 (Sept. 4, 2009), affirmed the dismissal of an employee’s age
discrimination claim because he could not offer evidence that he was
included in a reduction in force because of his age.

     The employee worked as a buyer for an auto parts company for eight
years until he was terminated in 2005 at age 62. The company cut half its
workforce through downsizing and a subsequent bankruptcy further
reduced its workforce, thereby eliminating the plaintiff’s position.

     As the force reduction approached, a supervisor asked the employee
to skip a training course for his position so a younger employee could
attend in his place. The supervisor claimed he believed the employee
intended to retire and did not need to attend the training. Although the
company let him attend the training instead of the younger employee
when he said he would not retire, the company soon terminated the
employee after interviewing him and the other buyers for the new
positions. The company chose not to retain the employee because his
computer skills were not up to date and his interpersonal skills were
lacking.

     The 6th Circuit rejected the employee’s evidence of discrimination.
The court concluded the attempt to assign a younger employee to the
training session was not direct evidence of discrimination because the
supervisor who handled the training assignment was not involved in
deciding who would be terminated.

     The court also concluded the employee failed to offer sufficient
circumstantial evidence of discrimination. In doing so, the court took note
of the Supreme Court’s recent decision in Gross v. FBL Financial Services,
Inc., 129 S. Ct. 2343 (2008), in which the Court held a plaintiff must prove
age was the “but for” cause of the adverse action he suffered to meet the
standard of showing he was terminated “because of” his age. The 6th
Circuit concluded, while Gross questioned the applicability of the
traditional burden-shifting approach to discrimination claims, the
traditional method of proving discrimination claims continues to apply
absent further guidance from the Supreme Court.

     Turning to the employee’s claims, the 6th Circuit held the employee
was terminated as part of a reduction in force because the company did
not replace him with a new employee, but instead, distributed his duties
among existing employees. As a result, the employee was required to
meet a heightened standard to prevail on his claim. After demonstrating
he was over 40 years old, terminated, and qualified for centralized buyer
job, the employee also had to show additional evidence that he was
impermissibly singled out for reduction due to his age.

     The employee did not meet the standard. A supervisor’s statements
that he was concerned the employee would file an age discrimination
lawsuit if he were terminated, were not helpful. The statements simply
showed the supervisor’s concern for following proper procedures.
Moreover, while the employee pointed to questionable language in an
e-mail and entries on a spreadsheet, neither of those matters pertained
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to the employee’s age. Further, even if the employee had offered
evidence meeting the basic elements of an age discrimination case, the
court held the employee’s claim would still fail because it retained the
better employee. As such, the court dismissed the employee’s claim.

* Wes Sullenger is an attorney with the Sullenger Law Office in Paducah,
Kentucky. His practice focuses on Fair Labor Standards Act collective
actions and representing individuals in discrimination and other
employment law matters. Wes is licensed in Tennessee and Kentucky. He
may be contacted at wes@sullengerlawfirm.com.

 

Employment Provisions of GINA Implemented

By Kathleen Henderson*

     The employment provisions in the Genetic Information
Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA) went into effect in late November
2009. This requires most employers to ensure either the new “EEO is the
Law” poster or supplement is prominently displayed at their office.

     GINA contains two sections: Title I, which relates to health coverage,
and Title II, which prohibits employment discrimination based upon
genetic information. Title II applies to employers, who have 15 or more
employees during 20 or more calendar weeks in the current or preceding
year. GINA also applies to unions and employment agencies.

     GINA prohibits covered employers from using genetic information for
hiring, firing, promotion, and decisions regarding terms of employment.
Additionally, GINA prohibits retaliation against an employee who files a
compliant concerning genetic discrimination.

     The term “genetic information” means information with respect to any
individual about their genetic tests, genetic tests of their family
members, and the manifestation of a disease or disorder in their family
members. It does not include information about the individual’s age or
sex.

     Under GINA, employers are prohibited from requesting, acquiring and
purchasing genetic information unless one of the following exceptions
applies:

1. The genetic information is acquired inadvertently; or

2. The genetic information is offered by the employer as part of
health or genetic services (including wellness programs) and:

a. the employee provides prior, knowing, voluntary and
written authorization;

b. only the employee or family member receiving the
services and the licensed health care professional or
certified genetic counselor involved receive individually
identifiable information concerning the results of such
services; and
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c. the individually identifiable information is used only for
the services provided and shall not be disclosed to the
employer except in aggregate terms that do not disclose
the identity of specific employees;
or

3. The employer requests or requires information pursuant to the
certification provisions of the Family and Medical Leave Act of
1993 or such requirements under state family and medical leave
laws; or

4. The employer purchases documents that are commercially and
publicly available (excluding medical databases or court records)
that include family medical history; or

5. The genetic information is acquired pursuant to monitoring of
biological effects of toxic substances in the workplace and:

a. The employer provides written notice of the genetic
monitoring to the employee;

b. The employee provides prior, knowing, voluntary and
written authorization, or the genetic monitoring is required
by federal or state law;

c. The employee is informed of individual monitoring
results;

d. The monitoring is in compliance with federal genetic
monitoring regulations or state genetic monitoring
regulations, in the case of a state implementing the
genetic monitoring regulations under the authority of the
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970; and

e. The employer, excluding any licensed health care
professional or certified genetic counselor that is involved
in the genetic monitoring program receives the results only
in aggregate terms that do not disclose the identity of
specific employees; or

6. The employer conducts DNA analysis for law enforcement
purposes and such information is used for analysis of DNA
identification markers for quality control.

     Covered employers must also comply with GINA’s restrictions
concerning disclosure of genetic information and must keep genetic
information confidential and separate from employee personnel files.

* Kathleen Henderson is a partner at King & Ballow, where she is the
chair of the Healthcare Practice and publishes King & Ballow's Healthcare
WebLINE, an online blog-like posting. Ms. Henderson received her law
degree from the Cumberland School of Law at Samford University and her
undergraduate degree from the United States Naval Academy. She is
trained in alternative dispute resolution and is certified by the Supreme
Court of the State of Tennessee to serve as a mediator. Ms. Henderson’s
legal practice interests focus on employment, safety, health,
environmental, transportation and technology. She has over 20 years
experience in litigating and providing counsel on government regulatory
compliance, most recently including HIPAA, Red Flag Rules and OSHA
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compliance. Ms. Henderson formerly represented the Secretary of Labor
with respect to prosecution of employment and OSHA matters. She may
be reached at khenderson@kingballow.com.

 

 

 

NOTICE: The information available in this newsletter includes basic legal
information and is not a substitute for legal advice or professional
alternative dispute resolution advice. The information is provided for
general information only. It should not be considered legal advice or other
professional advice. You should consult an attorney if you have questions
concerning any specific situation.
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